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Nanostructured tungsten thin films have been obtained by ion beam sputtering technique stopping

periodically the growing. The total thickness was maintained constant while nanostructure control

was obtained using different stopping periods in order to induce film stratification. The effect of

tungsten sublayers’ thicknesses on film composition, residual stresses, and crystalline texture

evolution has been established. Our study reveals that tungsten crystallizes in both stable a- and

metastable b-phases and that volume proportions evolve with deposited sublayers’ thicknesses. a-W

phase shows original fiber texture development with two major preferential crystallographic

orientations, namely, a-Wh110i and unexpectedly a-Wh111i texture components. The partial

pressure of oxygen and presence of carbon have been identified as critical parameters for the growth

of metastable b-W phase. Moreover, the texture development of a-W phase with two texture

components is shown to be the result of a competition between crystallographic planes energy

minimization and crystallographic orientation channeling effect maximization. Controlled grain size

can be achieved for the a-W phase structure over 3 nm stratification step. Below, the b-W phase

structure becomes predominant.VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4803699]

I. INTRODUCTION

Tungsten body-centered cubic (bcc) material (a-W)

assumes several noticeable characteristics1 like metal highest

melting point (3387 �C to 3422 �C) and lowest thermal

expansion coefficient (a¼ 4.5�10�6 K�1). From a mechani-

cal point of view, it presents considerable hardness and

toughness and excellent mechanical properties at high tem-

peratures. Tungsten features high compression and elastic

moduli, high thermal creep resistance, high thermal and elec-

trical conductivity, and a high coefficient of electron emis-

sion. Nanostructure-controlled tungsten-based materials are

then potentially promising for many applications.2,3

Tungsten crystallizes in two different phases: the equi-

librium pure phase, so-called a-W which is body-centered

cubic (space group Im-3m), and a metastable one called b-W

with A15 structure (space group Pm-3n). It is reported that

b-W is stabilized by a low oxygen concentration within tung-

sten lattice4–6 inducing a tensile stress state.7 Moreover, the

mechanical behavior of b-W drastically differs from a-W.

Indeed, systems presenting those two phases, like FeCr8 of-

ten show higher hardness for the b-phase, whereas the elastic

modulus remains unchanged. Only few studies report on

tungsten metastable phase,4,9–12 particularly its development

in nanostructured materials,13–16 in which stabilization is

attributed to impurities.6,17–27

As regards to physical vapor deposition (PVD), for

nanometer length scale (period of the depositing sequence),

mechanical properties differ significantly from their bulk

counterparts.28–34 The processes responsible for these

changes are not fully understood yet and are believed to be

caused by an increase in grain-surface and grain-boundary

volumes, which become dominant over the bulk at the nano-

scale. In a film, changes are further caused by the boundary

conditions at the free surface and interface with the substrate

which become non negligible for small thicknesses.35,36

It is then of utmost importance to control and tailor the

nanostructure of W coatings. This requires a full understand-

ing of the growing of both a- and b-phases. Grain size and

texture are to be characterized at different scales while resid-

ual stresses are to be analyzed in view of the structure and

deposition conditions. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) is one of

the most commonly used techniques to determine thin films

structural characteristics (texture, grain size, etc.) in relation

with intrinsic mechanical properties such as residual stress

state in small volumes.37,38 It is phase-selective and allows

determination of both the mechanical and microstructural

states of the diffracting phases. However, the extracted infor-

mation is averaged over the irradiated volume of the film.

Complementary measurements are then necessary to obtain

local structural information in the thin film. In particular,

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) observations on

cross-sectional specimens are then relevant to provide struc-

tural information at a sub-nanometer scale.

The present paper reports on tungsten microstructure

evolution of nanostructured thin films which have been
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elaborated by Ion Beam Sputtering (IBS) using a step by

step procedure. In order to control grain size in the nanome-

ter range, a sequenced deposition procedure has been

employed to stop grain growth during film thickening. This

experimental work attempts to explain both the origin and

the evolution of b-W in nanocrystalline materials as the

tungsten sublayers’ thickness changes and the existence of

an uncommon texture in nanostructured a-W. The nanostruc-

tures of tungsten films have been explored through XRD and

cross-sectional TEM in order to investigate phase, crystallite

orientation, and grain size. Those measurements have been

correlated to residual stress state determined through both

XRD and curvature stress measurements. b-W phase pres-

ence is discussed in detail and we show how the impurities

set during the deposition affect the residual stress state and

the phase development of tungsten nanomaterials. The pre-

dominance of this unstable phase for W crystallite sizes

below 3 nm could then be explained in view of this relation-

ship between impurities and b-phase stabilization.

II. EXPERIMENTALTECHNIQUES

A. Samples preparation

The sequenced tungsten depositions were performed at

room temperature through IBS with a focused argon ion-gun

sputtering beam at 1.2 keV (multi-cusp radio frequency

source) in a NORDIKO-3000 system. During sample deposi-

tions, the ion-gun was supplied with a constant current

(80mA) and constant Ar flux of 10 standard cubic centi-

meters per minute (SCCM). The 150mm in diameter targets

have been sputtered for 10min prior to deposition, allowing

for both ion-gun stabilization and target surface cleaning.

The ion-gun axis was 45�-tilted from the normal of the target

surface, latter set opposite to sample surface. An elliptical

diaphragm at the ion-gun exit allowed getting a circular sput-

tered surface of 80mm in diameter on the target to ensure a

good purity of sputtered atoms. Those characteristics lead to

deposited atom energy distribution centered around 5 eV

with a non-negligible tail (10% of contribution) between 5

and 100 eV. Thin film deposition was performed in a no

load-locked IBS chamber equipped with two cryogenic

pumps. Referring to pump characteristics, the initial chamber

vacuum (base pressure of 2� 10�6Pa) contained traces of

residual water and hydrogen. Regarding the working pres-

sure (�10�2 Pa), the mean free path is determined to be lon-

ger than the target-substrate distance (30 cm), leading to

non-thermalized incident atoms with high residual stresses

built in the deposited coating.

Two types of substrates were used: 200 and 650lm

thick, naturally oxidized, Si (001) wafers. They were prelimi-

nary cleaned with acetone and ethanol, and finally dried with

an argon gas jet prior to their introduction in the deposition

chamber in a single run. Tungsten growing rate was previ-

ously calibrated with X-Ray Reflectometry (XRR) and found

to be 0.05 nm s�1. Thin films were deposited using a 200mm

diameter shutter localized close to the substrate holder allow-

ing either to protect or to expose the sample surface to the

sputtered atoms. The shutter round trip duration was lower

than 1 s. The sequenced tungsten depositions were performed

considering constant 60 s breaking time on tungsten target

while ion-sputtering process remained unchanged.

Sequenced tungsten deposition sample series was pre-

pared with different tungsten sublayers’ thicknesses ranging

from 1 up to 16 nm and labeled W/W x/x, with x referring to

nominal tungsten sublayers’ thickness in nanometers. The

total thickness was maintained constant around 200 nm

adjusting the number of cycles with regard to sublayers’

thicknesses.

B. Characterization methods

1. X-ray structure analysis

Systematic qualitative phase analyses were performed

on each sample with an INEL XRG 3000 x-ray diffractome-

ter equipped with a linear detector (CPS 120) using Cr-Ka

radiation (kCr-Ka¼ 0.22897 nm) in an asymmetric X/2h ge-

ometry (X¼ 30�).

Additional XRD measurements were carried out on a

four-circle SEIFERT XRD 3000 goniometer (Cu-Ka radia-

tion, kCu-Ka¼ 0.15406 nm) with either a point focus to inves-

tigate films texture and residual stresses, or a line focus to

characterize thin film stratification (XRR).

Pole figures were systematically carried out on tungsten

a-{110}, a-{200}, and a-{211} diffraction peaks in order to

determine tungsten main texture component. Pole figures

were performed with w-angles (angle between the normal to

the sample surface and the normal to the diffracting planes)

ranging from 1.3� to 78.8� with a 2.5� step and u-angles

(rotational angle around the normal to the sample surface)

comprise between 0� and 360� with a 5� step. The integration

time was 6 s per point.

2. Stress determination

Two methods have been used in order to investigate

sample mechanical stress state: x-ray diffraction and curva-

ture measurements. X-ray stress analysis yields the crystal-

line in-grain stress of the analyzed phases (i.e., a-W in our

present work) while curvature measurements yields the aver-

age stress in the whole thin film volume (i.e., a-W, b-W, and

disordered regions such as grain boundaries (GB)).

Regarding x-ray analysis, the “sin2w method” was used

to evaluate intra-granular macroscopic residual stresses in a-

W phase. This method, based on the shift of the diffraction

peak position, is particularly suitable in the case of a

mechanically locally isotropic material like a-W. Moreover,

considering the deposition geometry, we assume a planar

equi-biaxial stress state and thus the “e-sin2w relation” can

be written as

eXRDuw ¼
1þ t

E
rXRDsin2w�

2t

E
rXRD; (1)

where eXRDuw is the strain in the direction defined by u and w

(being, respectively, azimuth and inclination angles of mea-

surement), rXRD is the equi-biaxial residual stress, and E

and � are the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of

the studied material, respectively. Here, the strain rational

definition eXRDuw ¼ lnðaXRDhkl =aXRD0 Þ is used, aXRD0 being the
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stress-free lattice parameter and aXRDhkl being the measured lat-

tice parameter. Latter values were deduced from a-W{110},

a-W{200}, and a-W{211} diffraction peaks acquired around

pole directions, and are thus related to crystallites that con-

tribute to texture components. As a first approximation, a-W

bulk elastic constants (E ¼ 411GPa and � ¼ 0:28) were

used. Due to poor available data on mechanical properties of

tungsten b-phase in the literature (particularly considering

nanostructured materials) and the low diffraction-peak inten-

sity, no residual stress analysis has been performed in this

work on b-W.

Thin film macroscopic residual stresses were determined

using the curvature method. Ante- and post-deposition cur-

vatures were measured using a Dektak
VR
IIa profilometer and

200 lm-thick Si cantilever substrates. Since the substrate is

much thicker than the deposited thin film and considering

continuous strain at film-substrate interface, Stoney’s rela-

tionship applies

rCMf ¼
Es

1� ts
�

t2s
6 tf

1

Rf inal

�
1

Rinitial

� �

; (2)

with Es

1�ts
¼ 180:5GPa for Si (001) wafers. rCMf is the macro-

scopic stress set in the film; Es and ts the substrate Young’s

modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively; ts and tf the sub-

strate and film thicknesses; and finally, Rinitial and Rf inal the

curvature radii before and after deposition. Let us notice that

curvature method does not require the knowledge of thin

film elastic constants contrarily to x-ray stress measurement

where bulk W elastic constants are considered.

3. Transmission electron microscopy observations

TEM experiments were carried out on W/W 1/1 and W/

W 16/16 coatings. Specimens were prepared as follows: two

pieces of 2.7� 1.5� 0.65mm3 in size were cut from a

650 lm-thick Si-coated substrate with a wire saw and bonded

in pairs, the film surfaces stuck to each other by M-BondTM

glue. The TEM specimens were successively mirror polished

with silicon carbide disk, dimpled (DG, Gatan model 656),

and ion-milled to electron transparency with a Precision Ion

Polishing System (PIPS, Gatan model 691). TEM observa-

tions were performed on a JEOL 2200-FS equipped with a

field-emission gun, an in-column Omega energy filter and a

Scanning TEM (STEM) unit. High-Resolution TEM

(HRTEM) images were also acquired to investigate the thin

film nanostructuration.

Electron diffraction patterns were acquired to analyze

the thin film phase local orientations. Red Blue Green (RBG)

images were generated from Inverse Fast Fourier Transforms

(IFFT) related to HRTEM micrographs. Superposition of

dark-field images allowed qualitative stereometry of phase

and crystallographic orientations in the observation plane.

For a further understanding of the b-W phase develop-

ment, and since tungsten b-phase could either be a low oxi-

dized or carbon stabilized phase, elemental composition

measurements were carried out on W/W 1/1 and W/W 8/8

samples by Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA) technique to

obtain precise in-depth elemental composition in the film:

oxygen and carbon atomic concentrations were determined

using 16O(d,a)14N and 12C(d,p)13C reactions, respectively.

Spectra have been simulated using SIMNRA program.

III. RESULTS

A. Phase analysis

Fig. 1 shows X/2h diffractograms obtained on W/W 1/1,

W/W 2/2, W/W 3/3, W/W 8/8, and W/W 16/16 samples. On

the one hand, a-W{200} and a-W{211} diffraction peaks are

systematically present on sequenced tungsten deposition

phase diagrams except for W/W 1/1, where a-W{200} and

a-W{211} peaks vanish to the benefit of b-W{321} one indi-

cating that the sample is mostly composed of the A15 tung-

sten structure. The analysis of a and b tungsten peak relative

intensities suggests that for a sequenced tungsten deposition

with sublayers’ thickness above 3 nm, a-W (bcc) phase is

mainly crystallized and develops a preferential crystallo-

graphic orientation.

On the other hand, b-W{200} and b-W{211} diffraction

peaks, located at 2h¼ 53.9� and 67.5�, respectively, and typ-

ical of tungsten A15 structure indicate systematic tungsten

b-phase development for all sequenced tungsten depositions

(�10% volume fraction for tungsten sublayers’ thicknesses

greater than or equal to 3 nm).

The respective Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)

of the a-W{110}, a-W{200}, and a-W{211} Bragg’s peaks

remained unchanged down to a period of 3 nm (included).

Similar values of the stress-free lattice parameter aXRD0 (see

Table I) were obtained so that only a small evolution of the

grain size may be expected. A progressive diffraction peak

widening is observed from W/W 3/3 down to W/W 1/1

coupled with a peak position shift towards b-W phase

Bragg’s peaks.

Considering the large increase of the a-W stress-free lat-

tice parameters from W/W 3/3 to W/W 2/2, the observed

widening of the different diffraction peaks should rather be

FIG. 1. X/2h diffractograms obtained on the sequenced tungsten deposition

sample series in 30� of incidence and performed with Cr-Ka radiation: (a)

W/W 1/1, (b) W/W 2/2, (c) W/W 3/3, (d) W/W 8/8, and (e) W/W 16/16.

Green and orange dotted vertical lines represent bulk diffraction peak posi-

tion of the a- and b-tungsten phases, respectively (International Center for

Diffraction Data-Powder Diffraction File (ICDD) No. 4-806 for a-W and

No. 47-1319 for b-W).
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attributed to micro-deformation (interstitial or substitution

atoms). So crystallites size collapses and/or b-W phase vol-

ume fraction increases (solely regarding a-W{110}), growth

of b-W{200}, b-W{210} and b-W{211} could also poten-

tially contribute to FWHM enlargement.

Phase analysis revealed that sequenced tungsten deposi-

tion (sublayers over 3 nm) mainly induces a-W (bcc) with re-

sidual b-W phase while W/W 1/1 seems to be exclusively

composed by A15 tungsten structure.

B. Sample stratification

Fig. 2 shows XRR diagrams obtained on the sequenced

tungsten deposited on silicon substrates. No significant evo-

lution of the critical reflection angle, hc, is observed, but its

value was found to be systematically slightly smaller (<8%)

than the bulk one (hbc ¼ 0.552� for Cu-Ka wavelength). This

result could be related to roughness of either sample surface

or sublayers’ interfaces and/or surface oxidation since the

critical angle is related to the film density.

Providing sufficient counting time, each XRR diagram

displays a low angle Bragg’s peak (amplitude alleviation of

Kiessig’s fringes) with the exception of W/W 1/1.

Modulations indicate coating stratification and were unex-

pected since reflectometry signal is based on electronic den-

sity differences while only tungsten has been sputtered.

Reflectometry signals display similar low intensity and

poorly defined shape indicating similar interfaces, independ-

ently of the multilayered sample. Nevertheless, a strong cor-

relation is found between sputtering sequence and tungsten

sublayers’ thicknesses deduced from reflectometry measure-

ments (Table I). The step by step growth procedure clearly

induces a stratification that should stop the grain growth dur-

ing film thickening, and thus, allows a control of the grain

size in the nanometer range (from 1 up to 16 nm).

C. Texture analysis

Fig. 3 shows pole figure of W/W 1/1 acquired on b-

W{210} and pole figures performed on a-W{200} diffraction

peak of the remaining sequenced tungsten deposition samples

(i.e., W/W 2/2, W/W 3/3, W/W 8/8, and W/W 16/16). b-W

crystallographic orientation investigations have been carried

out upon specific b-W diffraction peak (b-W{200} and

b-W{210}) w-scan. W/W 1/1 being quasi-exclusively consti-

tuted of b-W phase (negligible a-W phase volume proportion)

pole figure has been performed on b-W{210}.

The pole figure of W/W 1/1 showed no preferential

crystallographic orientation, i.e., polycrystalline b-W phase

(isotropic texture). Texture investigations (w-scan) per-

formed on b-W{200} and b-W{211} for the other coatings

also revealed no preferential crystallographic orientation of

the b-phase.

On the contrary, strong preferential crystallographic ori-

entation is observed on a-W{200} pole figures. Radial inten-

sity reinforcements reveal favored grain growth along

crystallographic orientations, isotropically distributed in the

film plane (fiber texture). The high intensity ring reflects a

large volume of a-W{200} diffracting planes at w � 655�.
This value nearly matches the 54.7� angle existing between

TABLE I. Morphology, structure, and mechanical state of sequenced tungsten deposition series: K, rCMf , and rXRDa�W correspond, respectively, to period (i.e.,

tungsten sublayers’ thickness), film, and a-W residual stress. Residual stresses in the film were obtained by substrate curvature while residual stresses in tung-

sten sublayers were determined through XRD measurements: pole direction discrimination allowed the knowledge of stress-free lattice parameter and residual

stress associated to h110i and h111i orientated grains. Associated uncertainties are about 10%.

Thicknesses Structure Residual stresses

Sample designation K (nm) tf (nm) b-W phase Texture a-W aXRD0 a�W (nm) rXRDa�W (GPa) rCMf (GPa)

W/W … 213 Major … … … �1.6

1/1

W/W 2.0 203 Minor {110} 0.3196 �4.5 �2.6

2/2 {111} 0.3218 �8.9

W/W 3.1 217 Low {110} 0.3173 �3.4 �2.7

3/3 {111} 0.3189 �5.7

W/W 7.9 197 Low {110} 0.3178 �3.5 �2.9

8/8 {111} 0.3184 �6.0

W/W 14.6 195 Low {110} 0.3181 �3.8 �2.7

16/16 {111} 0.3187 �6.0

FIG. 2. Reflectometry diagrams obtained on the sequenced tungsten deposi-

tion sample series and performed with Cu-Ka radiation: (a) W/W 1/1, (b) W/

W 2/2, (c) W/W 3/3, (d) W/W 8/8, and (e) W/W 16/16. The arrows indicate

emphasize small angle Bragg’s peak modulation, while inset is showing the

diffractogram enlargement around the W/W 2/2 peak.
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a-Wh200i and a-Wh111i directions for a cubic structure and
indicates thus a high population of a-Wh111i grains oriented
along the growth direction. Moreover, precise ring profile

(Fig. 3(f)) observation reveals a shouldering, i.e., a contribu-

tion of a peak located at w¼ 45� (angle between h200i and
h110i in cubic crystals), indicating a second fiber a-Wh110i
texture component. From the relative intensities, lower a-

Wh110i volume fraction is expected compared to a-Wh111i.
The angular analyses are consistent with angle observations

made on a-W{110} and a-W{211} pole figures. Tungsten

sublayers are thus composed of, at least, two sets of grains

showing a-Wh110i and a-Wh111i preferential orientations.

a-W crystallographic orientation distributions have been per-

formed on a-W{200} allowing for pure a-phase analysis.

Indeed, the proximity of b-W phase diffraction peaks with a-

W{110} ones and to a less extent a-W{211} ones (Fig. 1)

might induce misinterpretation of the pole figures.

Nevertheless, a-W{200} crystallographic investigations

were consistent with a-W{110} and a-W{211} pole figure

observations despite diffraction peak overlapping.

FIG. 3. Pole figure of (a) W/W 1/1 obtained on b-W{210} and the different a-W{200} pole figures of (b) W/W 2/2, (c) W/W 3/3, (d) W/W 8/8, and (e) W/W

16/16. (f) u-averaged a-W{200} w-scans where the background has been subtracted.
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Thus, pole figure investigations reveal bimodal preferen-

tial crystallographic orientation development in the a-W

phase whereas b-W shows isotropic texture. Texture devel-

opment is then not directly influenced by the number of

interfaces set in tungsten thin films. On the contrary, texture

evolution below 3 nm thick tungsten sublayers fits volume

proportion of b-W phase changes.

D. Stress analysis

Fig. 4 shows logarithmic plots of the measured lattice

parameter as a function of sin2w for W/W 2/2, W/W 3/3, W/

W 8/8, and W/W 16/16. Related compressive stress values

are summarized in Table I. Thin film macroscopic residual

stress values, rCMf (obtained from curvature method), reveal

similar strong compressive stress state built in the sequenced

tungsten deposition. W/W 1/1 specimen shows a signifi-

cantly lower value which can be attributed to the presence of

the b-W phase. Indeed, the residual stresses for this phase

are generally found nil or tensile.39

XRD measurements allowed selectively determining

stresses in the two family grains related to each of the major

preferential crystallographic orientations (i.e., a-Wh110i and
a-Wh111i oriented grain families, Table I). This was per-

formed discriminating pole directions with respect to texture

components. It appears that the grain families with a-

Wh110i or a-Wh111i oriented along the thin film growth

direction present a high compressive stress state with higher

stresses in a-Wh111i oriented grains than in a-Wh110i ori-

ented ones. The XRD stress difference between those two

texture components is significant and systematically larger

than 2GPa: 4.4 for W 2/2 and about 2.4 for W 3/3, W8/8,

and W16/16. Meanwhile, the curvature’s residual stress val-

ues are in the same range for the four samples, i.e., about

�2.7GPa.

XRD yields information on the considered a-W crystal-

line fraction while the curvature method assesses the whole

thin film response with then additional contribution from

grain boundaries, interfaces and b-W.

All stress-free lattice parameters a0 are determined to be

larger than bulk reference parameter (0.3165 nm), indicating

lattice expansion due to interstitial defects40 (Table I).

a-Wh111i texture component shows systematically higher a0
values than a-Wh110i component, suggesting forced prefer-

ential crystallographic orientation (“metastable” texture

component), with a difference that increases as the period

decreases (when stress for a-Wh111i oriented grains is also

the highest).

E. Microstructure observations

In order to understand the origin of the b-W phase in our

deposition conditions, cross-sectional TEM observations were

carried out on both W/W 16/16 (showing a low b-W volume

fraction) and W/W 1/1 (with major b-W volume fraction)

specimens. a- and b-W phases have close inter-reticular

FIG. 4. Logarithmic plots of deformed lattice parameter extracted from XRD measurements carried out on (a) W/W 2/2, (b) W/W 3/3, (c) W/W 8/8, and (d)

W/W 16/16 as a function of sin2w. XRD measurements were performed around pole directions discriminating data associated to a-Wh110i and a-Wh111i tex-
ture components and performed with Cu-Ka radiation. Blue and green dotted lines represent linear regression considering, respectively, a-Wh110i and a-

Wh111i oriented grains.
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distances (Fig. 5), only three diffraction spots allow to discrim-

inate unambiguously the phases: b-W{110}, b-W{200},

and b-W{211}. The observation of b-W{200} (db�Wf200g

¼ 0:2520 nm) and b-W{211} (db�Wf211g ¼ 0:2057 nm) spots

on either Selected Area Electron Diffractograms (SAED) or

FFT from HRTEM micrographs is a signature of the presence

of b-W phase and thus proves the existence of b-W grains in

the observed zone. Nevertheless, the opposite is not systemati-

cally true: the absence of these spots is not sufficient to

establish that all the remaining spots belong to the a-W

phase. Indeed, the precision on inter-reticular distances

reached here by TEM does not exceed a hundredth of nanome-

ter. This implies that a-W{110} (da�Wf110g ¼ 0:2234 nm) and

b-W{210} (db�Wf210g ¼ 0:2254 nm) cannot be distinguished

with SAED inter-reticular distance measurements alone. It is

also possible to observe diffraction from b-W{210} planes

while diffraction conditions for b-W{200} and b-W{211}

planes are not fulfilled. Angular correlation analysis between

spots is thus needed to index them and implies to record at

least two diffracted spots on the SAED or FFT patterns.

Finally, relative intensities of diffraction spots and b-W

volume fraction might induce such a low signal that b-W

phase characteristic spots are not visible on the diffraction pat-

tern. Each observed phenomenon was thus correlated by inter-

reticular distances and FFT on HRTEM images.

SAED patterns shown in Fig. 5 were acquired over the full

film thickness. Inter-reticular distances and spot angular corre-

lation analyses carried out on W/W 1/1 specimen reveal that

the thin film mainly consists of b-W. No preferential crystallo-

graphic orientation is observed since no intensity reinforcement

is found along the normal to the film-substrate interface.

No spots related to the b-W phase is noticed on W/W

16/16 SAED patterns whereas a-Wh110i and a-Wh222i dif-
fraction spots are observed along the growth direction exhib-

iting the two major a-W preferential crystallographic

orientations, i.e., h110i and h111i directions in agreement

with XRD analysis. It should be noticed that the absence of

characteristic b-W structure spots does not allow claiming

b-W phase absence.

Fig. 6(a) shows unprocessed HRTEM images mosaic of

W/W 16/16 specimen while FFT associated to each HRTEM

image is shown in Fig. 6(b). RBG images obtained from

inverse filtering of FFT spots show b-W grain location

(Fig. 6(c)). HRTEM images evidence complex interfaces

between the W/W 16/16 thin film and the substrate; dark

zones reveal local strains in the TEM specimens. Interface

intensity-profile analysis indicated that the silicon substrate

progressively loses its crystallographic cubic structure within a

5 nm thick band when approaching the film-substrate inter-

face. This zone corresponds to SiOx amorphous layers.41

Moreover, HRTEM shows the existence of one single layer at

the film-substrate interface with a thickness of 0.7 nm that

does not match any of the sputtering parameter. It is assumed

that this layer appears during the tungsten target cleaning prior

to main sputtering sequence. Its growing rate is estimated to

be 0.0027 nm s�1 (considering layer thickness related to the

10min target cleaning and measured through TEM). Then

considering a 60 s breaking time between each tungsten sub-

layer, we expect inter-tungsten sublayers with thickness about

0.14 nm that is below microscope point resolution (0.23 nm)

and slightly above interplanar distance (0.1 nm).

FFT in Fig. 6(b) does not show preferential crystallo-

graphic orientation and inter-reticular distances of b-W{200},

b-W{210}, or a-W{110} and b-W{211}. Fig. 6(c) shows

RBG images mosaic reconstructed from those FFT consider-

ing typical b-W associated spots, i.e., b-W{200} and b-

W{211}. b-W grains (red, blue, green, and yellow zones) are

determined to be mainly located at film-substrate interface.

Above this zone the film is mainly composed of a-W phase.

W/W 16/16 grain size is estimated in the range of 10–30 nm

and thus suggests nevertheless partial interface coherency

between tungsten sublayers.

HRTEM image of Fig. 7 shows nanostructured W/W

1/1 thin film. FFT performed on two areas separated by few

nanometers shows different crystallographic orientations and

thus two different nanometer-sized grains, a feature that can

be seen all over the thin film. HRTEM images thus confirm

thin films nanostructuration in agreement with previously

observed FWHM evolution by XRD with tungsten sub-

layers’ thicknesses.

Fig. 8 shows Bright Field TEM (BFTEM) image of

W/W 1/1 film-substrate interface and related intensity pro-

file. Analysis revealed again one 2.1 nm thick amorphous

zone (see the FFT) at the interface followed by an intensity

FIG. 5. SAED patterns carried out on (a) W/W 1/1 and (b) W/W 16/16 sam-

ples on the whole thin film thickness. Concentric circles represent the differ-

ent index linked inter-reticular distances.
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plateau of 1.2 nm width. However, contrary to W/W 16/16

film-substrate interface, no pre-deposition layer (likely

related to tungsten target cleaning) is observed.

F. Carbon and oxygen presence

Qualitative electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS)

measurements performed on sample W/W 1/1 along the

film-substrate interface and on both sides of it showed an

increase of the oxygen-K edge at the film-substrate interface.

Additional elemental analyses were carried out on the same

sample through NRA measurements. NRA spectrum shown

in Fig. 9(a) exhibits oxygen peak at film-substrate interface,

which is coherent with native oxide layers formed on silicon

wafers surface prior to sputtering sequence (SiOx amorphous

layer) as reported in Sec. III E, and at film surface. It also

shows a low oxygen atomic proportion in volume (1.5 6 0.2

at. %). Quantitative analysis on W/W 1/1 reveals also a

strong carbon content in volume (166 1 at. %).

FIG. 6. (a) HRTEM images mosaic of W/W 16/16 specimen (arrows indi-

cate W sublayers’ interface positions). (b) FFT associated to each HRTEM

image and (c) reconstructed RBG images from IFFT showing b-W grain

location (red, blue, green, and yellow zones). Concentric circles on FFT rep-

resent the different index linked inter-reticular distances, punctually

observed along different azimuths.

FIG. 8. BF-TEM image of interface between W/W 1/1 thin film and sub-

strate with associated film-substrate intensity profile.

FIG. 7. (a) BF-TEM image of W/W 1/1 specimen and associated local FFT

showing different spot patterns, indicating different local crystallographic

orientations: (b) and (c).
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Similar NRA analysis has also been performed on a

sequenced tungsten deposition presenting a low b-W phase

volume proportion, i.e., W/W 8/8 (Fig. 9(b)). NRA analysis

shows even lower oxygen atomic proportion in volume (0.2

6 0.2 at. %) but analogous oxygen atomic proportion at

film-substrate interface and at film surface. Carbon content

in volume is significantly lower in W/W 8/8: 3 6 1 at. %. It

is noteworthy that NRA profile does not reveal the stratifica-

tion observed on W/W 8/8, which may be explained consid-

ering the low in-depth resolution of NRA technique (40 nm

for C, and 20 nm for O, considering bulk tungsten density).

Although NRA technique confirms a larger oxygen

atomic proportion in volume in W/W 1/1 compared to W/W

8/8 (7 times greater), the critical composition over which b-

W phase is stabilized is not reached (reported to be between

5 and 15 at. %5). However, carbon contents observed have to

be correlated to b-phase presence since it has been estab-

lished that carbon atoms can also stabilize b-W in the same

way than oxygen atoms.42

IV. DISCUSSION

a-W sample shows an original fiber texture with a mix-

ture of h110i and h111i preferential crystallographic orienta-
tions. Texture evolution for polycrystalline thin films is

generally driven by the minimization of the total free energy

within a thermodynamic approach.43,44 A texture map show-

ing the expected texture favored by grain growth as a func-

tion of the elastically accommodated strain and the film

thickness can be determined. Noteworthy, the thicknesses

involved in the present set of specimens are quite small com-

pared to the thickness growth evolution reported in the litera-

ture. Moreover, as a-W phase is perfectly elastically

isotropic, the elastic strain energy stored during growth can-

not be a driven parameter for texture evolution. In the pres-

ent films, the development of a-Wh110i texture component

during thin film growth by PVD of bcc materials can be

explained by surface-energy minimization during

deposition45–47 contrary to the case of a-Wh111i texture.

Such an unexpected texture development has already been

reported in tungsten films48,49 and has been observed in pre-

vious work on nanocomposite W-Cu thin films under similar

deposition conditions.50 Simultaneous presence of a-Wh110i
and a-Wh111i texture components could originate from the

competition between ion channeling effect and surface-

energy minimization48,49,51 while surface stress or strain,52

and/or surface energy modification due to mixing effect53

might also be involved and could be enhanced at nanometric

scales.54 This explanation is consistent with the stress-state

difference observed between a-Wh110i and a-Wh111i tex-

ture components. According to previous works, such a tex-

ture is neither significantly affected by substrate55 nor

underlayer (interfaces) roughness,56,57 nor related to b-W

phase development. Nevertheless, even if b-W is not

involved in the crystallographic orientation competition in

a-W (this is confirmed by the observation of a constant vol-

ume fraction ratio between a-Wh111i and a-Wh110i texture
components), its presence affects the global volume propor-

tion of a-W phase and thus explains the low texture signal

observed on W/W 2/2 a-Wh110i pole figure.
All samples show tungsten b-phase which volume pro-

portion remains roughly constant and weak for tungsten sub-

layers’ thickness beyond 3 nm. Under present deposition

conditions, b-W develops with decreasing tungsten sublayers’

thickness below 3nm when b-W fully crystallizes (i.e., W/W

1/1). In the literature, two different assumptions have been

proposed for the formation of the b-phase having A15 struc-

ture. The first claim is that the presence of oxygen is a sine

qua non condition to form the b-phase with the assumption

that A15 structure is either related to a tungsten sub-oxide

such as W3O and W20O (Refs. 58 and 59) or a tungsten-

tungstide [W3*W] structure containing tungsten ions in differ-

ent oxide states in the lattice.60 The second claim is that the

b-phase does not require oxygen in the lattice.61,62 In the pres-

ent experiment, all XRR diagrams, with the exception of

W/W 1/1 sample, show a low-angle diffraction Bragg’s peak

indicating a periodic density modulation that matches the

sputtering sequence and thus suggesting in all likelihood im-

purity trapping occurring during deposition break. Despite

observed reflectometry modulations, no visible interfaces

were detected between tungsten sublayers on cross-sectional

TEM views. This is consistent with the low reflectometry sig-

nal and HRTEM image analyses: large grain size distribution

and mean grain size of the order of the deposited sublayers’

thicknesses (controlled by sputtering sequence). TEM

FIG. 9. NRA spectra carried out on (a) W/W 1/1 and (b) W/W 8/8.
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analyses carried out on W/W 16/16 showed that b-W phase is

mainly localized at film-substrate interface, i.e., at the begin-

ning of film growth (a band of 10–15 nm width). This observa-

tion is consistent with the work carried out by Maill�e et al.63

who report an A15 structure development during the very first

growth stages related to oxygen target pollution. It is often

reported that oxygen presence in interstitial sites of the cubic

cell tends to stabilize tungsten A15 structure.4,5 It is found

that an oxygen concentration in the range of 5–15 at. % is a

transitional atomic proportion, which favors b-W develop-

ment. In the present case, special attention was paid to target

cleaning and thus oxygen contamination should not be attrib-

uted to the target but rather to oxygen diffusion from the

native silicon oxide layer.

TEM observations carried out on W/W 1/1 specimen

confirm that this sample is exclusively constituted by b-W

phase and reveal unexpected nanometric crystallites since no

reflectometry modulation was observed. Temperature and

pressure involved during deposition process presented here

should induce a Volmer-Weber type growth. This growth

mode implies islet coalescence leading to tensile-stress state

during the early thin film growth stages and thus favors de

facto b-W development.7 Hence, increasing the interfaces

number, i.e., decreasing the sputtering period aids b-W de-

velopment. Then, the large stress difference between the re-

sidual stress values obtained by XRD and curvature methods

could be explained by a stress relaxation mechanism occur-

ring at GB, interfaces and also in b-W crystallites.

Noticeably, this difference increases with decreasing sputter-

ing period, i.e., with increasing b-W volume proportion and

also grain boundaries and interfaces proportions.

Quantitative NRA measurements analysis carried out on

W/W 1/1 shows carbon and oxygen atomic proportion in vol-

ume of 16 and 1.5 at. %, respectively. NRA spectrum analysis

regarding to W/W 8/8 indicates significantly lower atomic

proportions in volume: 3 at.% for C and 0.2 at.% for O.

Oxygen atomic concentration remains thus too low to justify

the b-W phase development. In contrast, carbon contents

show consistency with b-phase volume proportion (also

reported as a b-W stabilizing agent42). Despite the use of high

purity Ar gas bottle (>99.9999%) and a very low residual

vacuum (<3 � 10�8 mbars) mainly composed of water vapor

and hydrogen, carbon and oxygen set in samples can originate

from CO and CO2 surface desorption and/or CO2 permeation

through elastomeric seals. Since vacuum supply during depo-

sition process is exclusively carried out by the two cryogenic

pumps, no primary pumping oil contamination should arise.

In addition, cryogenic pumping allows better CO2 drain than

CO. Moreover, considering the uncertainties, carbon and oxy-

gen content evolution between low (W/W 8/8) and high (W/

W 1/1) b-phase volume proportion samples is consistent with

the W/W interface number (199 for W/W 1/1 and 24 for W/W

8/8 over the constant 200 nm thin film thickness), and could

thus be related to residual vacuum COx molecule adsorption

at W/W interlayer. Latter observation is also consistent with

the step-by-step deposition sequences (inter-sublayers’ break

duration of 60 s) since the time needed to form a monolayer at

10�4 mbar is 34ms.64 Yet, observed C and O atomic contents

in both W/W 1/1 and W/W 8/8 respect neither carbon dioxide

nor carbon monoxide stoichiometry but rather CO0.1 com-

pound. Considering adsorbed COx gas source for C and O

sample content, this assessment suggests a significant oxygen

release. Actually, the deposition resumption and thus associ-

ated W atoms bombardment can lead to a conversion of low

(physisorbed) to high (chemisorbed) binding energy adsorp-

tion.65 Chemisorption binding energy is of the same order of

the incident atom energy (4-5 eV per molecule) while CO

binding energies are, respectively, of 3.69� 10�3 and

8.24� 10�3 eV for single and double bonds. Despite the low

energy transfer in a collision event related to the large mass

difference between incident W and C or O atoms, sample sur-

face re-pulverization can thus lead to CO molecule cracks

(C-O bond break) leading to oxygen release (easily evacuated

by cryogenic pumps). Measured C and O contents would then

be the result of a two-step process: CO chemisorptions, fol-

lowed by O release on surface re-pulverization by W atoms.

Moreover, mixing effects resulting from ion implanta-

tion during thin film growth66 under energetic deposition

process67 (case of present IBS process) can also contribute to

b-W development. A transition of thin film phase proportion

is observed as the W sublayers’ thickness is smaller than

3 nm. Such an evolution can be explained considering grains

nanostructuration. Indeed, the crystallite-size decrease con-

trolled by sputtering sequence facilitates diffusion54 in par-

ticular for grain size smaller than 3 nm. Thus, it might be

expected that decreasing the period and grain size the diffu-

sion coefficient increases for both oxygen and carbon and

this phenomenon favors b-W phase growth. This hypothesis

is consistent with phase analysis showing no evolution of

b-W{200} diffraction peak above 3 nm thick tungsten sub-

layers’ thickness and a b-W volume proportion increase with

decreasing tungsten sublayers’ thickness below 3 nm.

Moreover, TEM observation of b-W band that extends on

approximately 10–15 nm from the interface in W/W 16/16 is

in good agreement with those conclusions.

Finally, a small quantity of tungsten may be deposited

while the shutter is closed; in this case, a Volmer-Weber

deposition mode could tend to maintain crystallites in a

tensile-stress state favorable to tungsten A15 structure. In the

present case, this contribution is negligible since only W/W

1/1 is fully b-W phase composed.

This analysis is consistent with the phase analysis car-

ried out in previous work on copper dispersoid W-Cu thin

film composites50 where progressive increase of copper

quantities between 3 nm thick tungsten sublayers led to b-W

diffraction peak disappearance, copper incorporation acting

as a diffusion barrier to oxygen and/or carbon atoms.68

V. CONCLUSION

Complementary techniques were used in order to evi-

dence the controlled nanostructuration of tungsten thin films

thanks to an original sequenced deposition method.

Reflectometry and TEM measurements showed tungsten

nanocrystalline structure with crystallite-size ruled by the

sputtering sequence. A sublayers’ thickness threshold for

phase structure change is evidenced under the presented IBS

process conditions: a-W phase with bcc structure is obtained
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above 3 nm while b-W phase with A15 cubic structure is pre-

dominant below this threshold. The presence of carbon

atoms at interfaces plays an important role in this out of

plane nanostructuration since the induced electronic density

variation at interfaces is sufficient to be measured by XRR.

Furthermore, it favors b-W formation below 3 nm.

Another important feature concerns the co-existence of

two major preferential crystallographic orientations for a-W

phase namely h110i and h111i fiber texture components

whereas b-W phase exhibits an isotropic texture. Residual-

stress selective analysis for both orientations by XRD sug-

gested that texture development is related to stress state built

in thin film during deposition process. The presence of both

a-Wh110i and a-Wh111i texture components would be then

attributed to the minimization competition between crystal-

line planes energy and defects formation. Nevertheless,

interfaces chemical effects might also contribute. An extra

deposit between tungsten sublayers is suspected and could

affect the film energy and hence its texture development. No

correlation is observed between the evolution of a-W texture

components proportion and b-W phase development.

Finally, new insights related to b-W phase development

were achieved. Indeed, this phase is systematically detected

while its volume proportion greatly increases with decreasing

tungsten sublayers below 3nm to reach fully b-

nanocrystallized W for 1 nm sputtering sequence. For largest

sputtering period (16 nm), HRTEM analysis revealed that b-W

is located next to film-substrate interface (first 15-20 nm).

NRA measurements revealed a correlation between b-W local-

ization and high carbon atomic proportion, and to a less extent,

oxygen atomic concentration, both elements known as stabiliz-

ing agents of A15 structure in tungsten. Despite high vacuum

quality, carbon and oxygen are supposed to originate from

adsorption of residual CO at W/W interfaces (additional source

from film-substrate interface for O). This could imply carbon

and/or oxygen introduction in a-W lattice (supported by free-

lattice parameter dilatation), trapped during deposition process

and/or diffused from substrate-film interface. Their diffusion

through the thin film is then facilitated by both deposition

sequence (interfaces number) and diffusion coefficient increase

with decreasing grain size below 3nm and deposition condi-

tions that favor Volmer-Weber growth mode. Finally, b-W de-

velopment is sustained by tensile stresses induced by this

growing mode and the increase of interface number with

decreasing tungsten sublayers’ thickness: surface reconstruc-

tion or impurities incorporations (O and C). The large surface-

to-volume ratio related to nanostructure and the associated

constraints from the film substrate allow the synthesis of mate-

rial endowed with novel properties, controlled by their micro-

structure from atomic to macroscopic scale.31,69 Further

investigations will be carried out in order to confirm this inter-

pretation in particular considering in situ mass spectroscopy

during deposition process.
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